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Freedom is a leavening energy that permeates our entire solar system, emanating from the great star 
Sirius and embodied in a great Law that governs all life on that distant sphere. 
   
Of all the planets in our system, Earth is receiving the most powerful influx of this energy of 
freedom. This energy pours into the spiritual Hierarchy and is focalized within the center of that 
Hierarchy, the Christ, Who is a Sirian initiate.  So if we wish to know what life is like on that great 
and distant star, we need look no further than the Christ Himself, for he expresses its qualities.  
 
The light from Sirius is described as the “sunshine of the major Sun” and it pours cyclically into our 
planetary life.  Because the present holiday season is so powerful throughout the world, particularly 
the solstice period and Christmas time, it surely holds a key moment within the annual cycle for the 
inpouring  of Love that emanates from this star. This Sirian force is one of the principle reasons for 
and underlying causes of the evolutionary developments and initiatory influxes of energies, that are 
conditioning humanity at this time. 
 
Of course, this concept of freedom is a challenging one to accurately and adequately 
define.  Wanton freedom to do whatever one wishes leads to lawlessness, which is contrary to 
civilized living.  Humanity has worked hard to establish laws that are necessary to protect the 
vulnerable and to maintain order.  However, essential freedoms have also been hard won and any 
truly just and ordered society should be permeable enough to accommodate differing perspectives 
towards this universal right. 
 
So potent is this concept of freedom that it is said to set up a “pathway of power” between our 
spiritual Hierarchy and Sirius.  Sirius is the emanating point within our system that motivates and 
gives the incentive towards the “culture of freedom or of liberation” and it is this urge to freedom 
that underlies the whole evolutionary process.   
 
The issues arising throughout the world for freedom of choice are, therefore, not going to go away 
until an equitable balance between the rights of the individual and the rights of the collective are 
worked out. Freedom conditions everything our Logos does and, by correspondence, the myriad of 
lives that make up the cells of his Body likewise live within its radius. 
 
Energies from Sirius are said to be organized and vital beyond anything humanity can envision 
and yet are also free to a completely unlimited extent, again beyond the power of humanity to 
understand.  It’s interesting to ponder how freedom and order are able to co-exist on Sirius.  Clearly 
these are not conflicting energies although today they may appear to be for we are not working with 
a true expression of either one.  With the incoming of the seventh ray, called the ray of Ceremonial 
Order, we see the increasing influence of order in our world.  Some factions are intent on cementing 
the old order while others are often seeking to negate all the rules and forge into something 
completely new. Clearly neither extreme approximates a true spiritual interpretation of order. 
Leaders today must not only be responsive to the orderliness of the seventh ray but also to the 
freedom loving influences of the sign accompanying it -- the sign of Aquarius -- the sign of liberty, 
equality and fraternity.  How can we move into a higher manifestation of that freedom that aligns 
with a more permeable and just manifestation of order? 
 



As humanity comes together in groups large and small, we can begin to become more responsive 
and able to manage the increasingly potent influx of love into our world that is transmuted by the 
Christ and the Spiritual Hierarchy from this distant star.  Under the impress of a great and cosmic 
triangle established between the Logos on Sirius, the Solar Logos and our Planetary Logos, we are 
approaching the time wherein the cosmic heart, the heart systemic and the little hearts of men will 
begin to beat in rhythmic unison. 
 

 

 


